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Forests
Groupama supports low-carbon development
by creating a general insurance policy
distributed by Stock CO2
This insurance is distributed by Stock CO2. This operator acts
as a link between companies that want to offset their
environmental footprint and foresters or farmers seeking
financing for their low-carbon projects. By investing in these
projects, the companies receive carbon credits.
Groupama Forêts Assurances is partnering with Stock CO2 and
securing this process by creating insurance for all its
afforestation or reforestation projects. Young plantations are
covered against several hazards, including dryness and frost.

The Low Carbon Label, created in 2019, provides a certifying framework for
carbon reduction or sequestration projects. It should help France achieve its
climate objectives: carbon neutrality by 2050 and a reduction in the carbon
footprint of French consumption.
The agricultural and forestry sectors have a role to play in this approach, for
example by developing projects to plant hedges, afforest neglected land, reforest
damaged forests, etc.
Companies that wish to voluntarily offset their incompressible greenhouse gas
emissions can do so by financing this type of labelled project. In return, they obtain
carbon credits.

Assuring project leaders, reassuring investors
To ensure that this "compensation" mechanism is carried out under the right
conditions, Stock CO2 acts as an interface between the "financing" companies and
the local project owners. In particular, it takes care of all the procedures related to
certification (the project must be validated by the Ministry of Ecological Transition)
and the sale of carbon credits.
To help secure this operation and to address the issues raised by afforestation or
reforestation, Groupama Forêts Assurances has created a damage insurance policy
distributed exclusively by Stock CO2. This offer, called (Re)afforestation, is
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innovative in that it insures young plantations against frost and dryness, in addition
to storms, hail and snow.
Until now, hazards could compromise projects and therefore discourage investors:
the granting of carbon credits is in fact subject to the success of the plantations after
5 years (duration of a low-carbon project).

"With more than 400,000 hectares covered for damage throughout
France, Groupama Forêts Assurances is one of the market leaders.
Stock CO2 is the first carbon offset operator in the forestry sector in
France. Working together to fight global warming was an obvious
choice. We are proud to have created this pioneering offer and to
secure the birth of the low-carbon market."
Frédéric Duboscq, president of Groupama Forêts Assurances

About Groupama Group
For more than 100 years, Groupama Group has based its actions on timeless, humanist values to enable as many people as
possible to build their lives in confidence. It relies on humane, caring, optimistic and responsible communities. The Groupama
Group, one of the leading mutual insurers in France, carries out its insurance and service business activities in 10 countries.
The Group has 12 million members and customers and 31,000 employees throughout the world, with premium income of €15.5
billion. Find all the latest news about Groupama Group on its website (www.groupama.com) and its Twitter account
(@GroupeGroupama).

About Stock CO2
Stock CO2 is a carbon offsetting operator, which supports agricultural and forestry project developers in the valuation of
their carbon in France, with companies committed to the fight against climate change. Since 2020, Stock CO2 has
established itself as a key player in the Low Carbon Label. By facilitating the financing of low-carbon projects in France,
Stock CO2 actively participates in accelerating the low-carbon transition of the French territory, in order to meet the
challenges of the National Low-Carbon Strategy. The start-up is supported in its development by ICADE's start-up studio,
Urban Odyssey, and by the HEC incubator at Station F. Find out more about Stock CO2 on its website (www.stock-co2.com)
and on linkedin (https://www.linkedin.com/company/stockco2).
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